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Abstract
When seeking to halt dwindling wildlife populations hastened by climate change and multiple
anthropic activities around the globe, it is urgent to explore culture and traditional practices that
successfully contribute to a harmony between human and nature. Traditional institutions preserving
such cultural values and practices are more noticeable among the few indigenous communities in
most biodiversity rich areas even though they have mainly remained understudied or severely
outpowered by formal (government, NGO) institutions. Multiple indigenous and community
conserved areas (ICCA) and their related cultural values and practices despite of displaying an
interesting potential for effective area-based conservation, have long been disrespected, mistakenly
coopted or unethically recognized in conservation management. In parallel little is known as to how
these could be revived to effectively contribute to conservation.
This study aims to assess better ways and means to recognize and integrate sacred groves’
conservation related cultural values and practices in the management of the peripheries of NiokoloBadiar national park and reserve. It uses the institutional theory to make sense of the perceptions,
values, and potentials for trade-offs in conservation related indigenous cultural values and practices.
We conducted twenty one (21) semi-structured interviews in ten (10) locations, among senior
conservationists as well as among the Badiaranke, Bassari and Cognagui indigenous tribes, altogether
managing thirteen (13) sacred groves.
Recognition and integration are subtle topics in a conservation environment where
stakeholders are at different levels of experience, and various levels of involvement. In Niokolo-Badiar
peripheries conservation related indigenous values and practices are under threat as well as their
sanctuaries, the sacred groves. Nevertheless, results show that Badiaranke, Bassari and Cognagui
indigenous tribes possess a wealth of knowledge in these values and practices and that there is a
significant potential for complementarity between formal and informal institutions in conservation
management in the area. It is of upmost significance to find out how to efficiently establish
understandings between conservationists and indigenous people, or how to safeguard and
rehabilitate sacred groves in a way that respects indigenous cultural values and practices.

Keywords: indigenous people, sacred groves, cultural values and practices, other effective area-based
conservation measures, Guinea, Badiaranke, Bassari, Cognagui, indigenous people and local
communities, protected areas, enforcement, compliance, informal institutions, formal institutions
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1. Introduction
Cultural and spiritual values and practices related to nature conservation are known to all of
the over 20 ethnic groups across Guinea (Sow, 2003). These are mostly inherited from ancestors in
precolonial times and are symbolized by the sanctification of specific areas in nature or its elements.
In this practice, Guineans have different perceptions, taboos, and beliefs attached to nature in general,
but also to species and spaces, that are unexplained by both science and society. Little is known about
how these cross-tribal cultural values and practices contributed to conservation management in
precolonial times but it is agreed by many authors (Diallo, 2011; and Sow, 2003) that nature was better
preserved in the past when Guineans had more respect to nature and to traditional laws.
Colonial power settled in Guinea between 1898 and 1958 focused mainly on exploiting natural
and human resources for its own sake and gave less attention to conservation until 1925. Four areas
were designated as protected areas by the colonial power in 1926 but conservation management
consisted mainly on restricted entry to indigenous people, and game reserves, and research for
colonizers (Diallo, 2011). This type of “fortress conservation” that was implanted across Africa by
colonial rules (Jones, 2015) was widely adopted by Africans after independence. By 1958, Guinea’s
independence, 167 protected areas were already established, among which 157 were classified
forests, with strict conservation rules. The, then, ruling Guinean government inherited the
management of these sites and kept a similar conservation policy (Diallo, 2011) that also restricted
access to local people, and didn’t associate these or their traditions in neither the decisions nor the
implementation processes.
Even though sacredness related to nature conservation is known to all Guinean tribes (Diallo,
2011; and Sow, 2003) in one way or the other, indigenous ones, among which are the Cognagui (or
Kognagui), Bassari (or Tenda), and Badiaranke, are the most conservative of these values and among
the most effective practitioners. These particular tribes, located in the North western part of Guinea
live on their own and have always designated and protected their own sacred forests for various
cultural values and practices. These sites set aside for special events (Wild et al. 2008) are solely open
to a certain number of people in a certain period of the year, even though they are protected all year
round. Authors cited by Sow (2003) reported that even the form of wine extraction from fan palm tree
(Borassus aethiopum) by these tribes was sustainable before conservation restrictions were imposed
by the government because indigenous people only harvested old male plants. Despite the fact that
growing population, urbanization, monotheism, or presence of formal institutions are cited as heavy
threats to traditional beliefs (Maru et al. 2020; Diallo, 2011; Adu-Gyamgi, 2011; Dudley et al. 2009;
and Jones, 2015), all these three tribes have mostly conserved their cultural values and practices with
minimal damage to nature and to their territories.
Badiaranke, Bassari, and Cognagui are the first tribes to settle in Koundara (Badiar) area
centuries ago and have since then designated and managed multiple sacred forests and preserved
their own cultural values and practices. A local official mentions that even when some of these people
were to flee urbanization or population pressure, they chose their own new settlements and new
sacred forests using their own knowledge and beliefs. Nevertheless, their sacred groves mostly
situated in the peripheries of Niokolo-Badiar national park and reserve are threatened, in addition to
many other factors, by the very likely expansion program long brandished by the Guinean
government.
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Nowadays when most conservation management initiatives are supportive of collaboration
with local and indigenous people (Artelle et al. 2019; Jones, 2015; and Sow, 2003), it is clear that going
beyond a simple cohabitation between formal and informal institutions, and seeking a way to
integrate traditional practices into conservation could benefit humans, nature, and biodiversity in
better ways.
Following the introduction (Chapter 1) where I am sharing an overall background on sacred
groves and conservation management, the research objectives and study area and population, I am
presenting the conceptual framework (Chapter 2) adopted to conduct this study. The methodology
used follows (Chapter 3) where I am discussing the methods and tools, data analysis, some of the
limitations faced, and the research ethics. Further in this report, I present and discuss results (Chapter
4) and recommend an approach for a successful recognition and integration of cultural values and
practices into conservation management in the context of this study.

1.1.

Problem statement

Billions of people across the globe rely on forests. This reliance varies depending on the
locations were people live and the societies they are part of (FAO and UNEP, 2020). In addition to
tangible benefits, people, mainly indigenous people, have intangible, spiritual benefits from forests
(Diallo, 2011; FAO and UNEP, 2020; and Verschuuren, 2006) that they take advantage of using
predefined or inherited frameworks. This ancient traditional interaction with forests expressed in the
form of cultural values and practices through taboos, beliefs, totems, myths, rituals, or sacredness,
successfully prevented conserved area dwellers and dependents from unnecessary exploitation in the
past as observed by multiple authors (Diallo, 2011; Dudley et al. 2009; Jonas, 2017; Maestre-Andrés
et al. 2016; Maru et al. 2020; Quiroz et al. 2014; Sow, 2003; and Wild & McLeod, 2008).
This unconventional way of conservation management has thus promoted respect to natural
resources, their souls and spirits (Quiroz et al. 2014; and Verschuuren, 2006; and Wild & McLeod,
2008), advocated for the need for instituted expertise, authority, and collaboration for their use
(Quiroz et al. 2014; and Sow, 2003), and sustainably supported interactions between people and
places for millennia (Artelle et al. 2019; Jonas, 2017; and Wild & McLeod, 2008). This statement is
supported by Colding & Folke (2001) who posit that taboos are examples of informal institutions which
are rules that determine human (indigenous) conduct towards natural surroundings.
Although hidden from or unexplained by science, most indigenous cultural values and
practices are known to be effective in conservation management (Diallo, 2011; Dudley et al. 2009;
FAO and UNEP, 2020; Soumah et al. 2018; Sow, 2003; and Wild & McLeod, 2008), and are additionally
recognized to have a potential to reinforce people’s understanding of the ecosystems thus to trigger
change in their perceptions and value of it (Ruiz-Frau et al. 2018; Quiroz et al. 2014). Local
communities establish their own rules which vary depending on area, gender or nativity (indigenous
or no) and regulate the use of local resources as a result of which sacred sites are preserved through
many generations and become therefore a reservoir for biodiversity (Bhagwat et al. 2006).
These sacred groves, as an indigenous and community conserved area (Jonas, 2017), are
uniquely conserved sanctuaries shaped and managed through traditions, beliefs, and practices passed
on through generations (Bhagwat et al. 2006; Dudley et al. 2009; and Wild & McLeod, 2008). These
sites are dominantly under the responsibility of traditional institutions (Diallo, 2011; Fraser et al. 2016;
and Sow, 2003) and are free from human interference (Dudley et al. 2009). Maru et al. (2020) state
that traditional beliefs, knowledge and regulations have proved to be useful tools in conservation and
resilience in the past and they observed that endangered tree species thrived better in sacred than in
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non-sacred spaces. Similarly, Verschuuren (2017) observes that sacred site institutions are integral to
indigenous societies and are places where humanity and nature meet that represent a potential
reservoir for biodiversity. Therefore, incorporating sacred groves into conservation could foster local
people’s participation and increase the variety of protected habitat (Bhagwat et al. 2006). Recovery
of these sites is additionally viewed by Verschuuren (2017) as a chance for restoration and adaptation
to climate change and moreover a chance for recovery of way of life.
Mistakenly portrayed as primitive during colonialization as observed by Adu-Gyamgi, (2011),
devilish by some Muslims (Maru et al. 2020) and Christians (Adu-Gyamgi, 2011), or morally inferior
and harmful to nature conservation (Martin et al. 2016), cultural values and practices are widely
ignored by governments and conservation programs (Diallo, 2011; Bhagwat et al. 2011; Infield, 2001;
Quiroz et al. 2014; and Sow, 2003). Subsequently, cultural values and practices related to conservation
management are being progressively abandoned despite of having proven successful in many areas
around the globe (Dudley et al. 2009; Kideghesho, 2009; Maffi et al. 2002; Maru et al. 2020; Sow,
2003; and Verschuuren, 2006). Those losses, also called erosion of cultural values, represent,
according to Maffi et al. (2002), a depletion of adaptive solutions developed over long periods of time
by societies to address both social and environmental issues, and this may mean lower adaptation
potential for the future. Similarly FAO and UNEP (2020) argue that losses of such cultural values and
practices constitute a serious threat to conservation management in the face of forest degradation
and climate change. Among other factors that contribute to these losses are challenges of western
cultures and conversion to other religions (Diallo, 2011; and Bhagwat et al. 2006) but also changes in
social norms, modern thinking infiltration, religious monotheism, and population pressure (Jonas,
2017; and Maru et al. 2020). This is seemingly reported by Adu-Gyamgi (2011), who adds that there is
a relationship between loss of traditions and taboos and loss of biodiversity.
According to Bhagwat et al. (2006) sacred groves are not fully integrated in conservation
management and are under threat in many places around the globe. Disregarding indigenous people’s
notion of authority and territory may contribute to the loss of cultural identity, self-respect, and
freedom of beliefs (Martin et al. 2016). Such a misrecognition (Bhagwat et al. 2006; and Martin et al.
2016) of traditional institutions is the core of conservation conflicts and has been addressed by
indigenous people through silent resistance and various other measures. This is also shown by
Verschuuren (2017) who states that past conservation management and practices have resulted in
collisions and misunderstandings in the forms of abuse, enforcement, or resettlement which affected
indigenous and local people and communities, and the preservation of cultural values and sacred
groves.
Conservation that respects human rights and inclusion of indigenous people is nowadays
increasingly needed (Artelle et al. 2019; Jonas, 2017; and Wild & McLeod, 2008). Obviously
authoritarian conservation as observed in both colonial and postcolonial Africa (Diallo, 2011) has failed
to associate informal institutions and key social aspects that could make conservation more efficient.
In the other hand, non-authoritarian, inclusive, approach gains easily acceptance among local
communities, offers a fair enforcement of laws, strong institutional arrangement, and room for
concertation as observed by Bhagwat et al. (2006). Martin et al. (2016) argue that a lack of reciprocal
recognition of internal and external (formal and informal) actors and institutions results in the
promotion of a conservation management that doesn’t avoid distinct values and interests to collide.
Same authors add that recognition of traditional institutions offers the advantage of making
indigenous people adopt conservation as an opportunity for the promotion of both their surroundings
and traditions.
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Even though many authors mentioned the failure of authoritarian conservation also called
fortress conservation (Adu-Gyamgi, 2011; Diallo, 2011; Bhagwat et al. 2006; Jones, 2015; and
Verschuuren, 2017) which excludes indigenous people and is mainly practiced by formal institutions,
many other authors have demonstrated that it was a joint effort between formal and informal
institutions (Artelle et al. 2019; Colding & Folke, 2001; Martin et al. 2016; Osei-Tutu et al. 2015; and
Petursson et al. 2017) that made sustainable or community-led conservation successful. Therefore,
research should step beyond uncovering the roles and successes of formal and informal institutions in
conservation management and explore stakeholders’ potential for mutual understanding, respect and
values. This would eventually increase opportunities for inclusive actions in conservation and help
avoid the perpetuation of conventional western-imposed approaches in this field (Jonas, 2017). Artelle
et al. (2019) support that it is of utmost importance to recognize indigenous people, not as
stakeholders devoted to obeying top-down approaches, but as authorities in their territories with an
in-depth knowledge of their lands and resources. This idea is supported by Martin et al. (2016) who
mention that as an instituted traditional entity involved in local natural resources management,
informal institutions represent a key equal partner which should be entitled moral consideration and
deserves recognition.
Whilst many studies have been conducted on the recognition or integration of indigenous
people’s rights and knowledge in conservation management, a little has been done to:
a) analyze how much these indigenous people value and preserve their own cultural values
and practices, and for what reasons
b) assess the potential for indigenous people and park managers to successfully collaborate
as equal partners in managing sacred groves as an integral part of conservation
management.
My present study attempts to add knowledge in this area by addressing the following
questions:

1.2. Research Objective
The aim of this study is to identify how cultural values and practices related to indigenous peoples’
sacred groves can be better recognized and integrated in the management of the Niokolo-Badiar
National park and reserve peripheries.

1.3. Research Questions
1. What are the cultural values and practices related to sacred groves in Niokolo-Badiar National
park and reserve areas?
The sub-research question is aimed at briefly diagnosing among the targeted tribes the main
cultural values and practices that could be considered sustainable or pertinent to conservation
management. A thorough analysis of these data would facilitate an understanding of the
values and practices but also their relevance to conservation management locally.
2. How do indigenous people preserve and mobilize their cultural values and practices to protect
their sacred groves in the area?
This question is motivated by the fact that despite the multiple threats to their cultural values
and practices, indigenous people have succeeded at some point in preserving their groves and
transferring the related knowledge through many generations. It is expected that this
question could help find what justifies this success and which actors were involved. It will
additionally help me understand better the governance behind conservation management by
indigenous people in the area.
3. How does the conservation management take indigenous cultural values and practices related
to sacred groves into account?
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This is aimed at mostly identifying how indigenous perceive non-indigenous but also how nonindigenous perceive themselves in valuing sacred groves into conservation management. It is
expected that as a result of this the formal governance structure for conservation
management be fully assessed as well as its potential for collaboration in conservation
management with informal institutions.
4. How could indigenous people and park management collaborate on the conservation
management of sacred groves and related cultural values and practices in the park and reserve
area?
A better definition of cross-stakeholder collaboration into conservation management in the
context of Niokolo-Badiar could be surfaced out using this question and assessing the
willingness of each partaker. In such a sensitive topic where stakeholders are hesitant to
accept each other it might help to bring each one to share what they are ready to trade-off
for a sound understanding of each other and for a good partnership locally.
All four (4) questions contribute significantly to answering the main research question aimed
at assessing the role of cultural values and practices related to sacred groves and their
integration into conservation management in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries.

1.4. Study Area and Population
A. Research area
Niokolo-Badiar is a complex of park and reserve areas including their buffer and transition
zones in Koundara prefecture in the North western part of Guinea. Like many other transboundary
areas with cultural and spiritual values (Wild et al. 2008), Noiokolo-Badiar is known to face migration
across borders with Senegal but also to be a unique ecological zone rich in biodiversity. Niokolo-Badiar
national park, made of 38.200 hectares, was created in 1985 (UICN/PAPCAO, 2008; and BirdLife
International, 2020). Niokolo-Badiar biosphere reserve, made of 284.300 hectares, was created in
2002 and overlaps in a small surface the eastern side of the park. Both areas have a buffer zone of
32.800 hectares, and a transition zone of 137.700 hectares, which are not sufficiently managed by
neither conservationists nor local people. Both the buffer zone and the transition zone host some
sacred forests (aimed for this study), a few field crops, and villages. These peripheries (buffer and
transition zones) represent an area where conflicts are commonly noticed between conservationists
and local people, but also between indigenous people and local communities (mostly animal herders),
as well as between these people and the many wild animals in the area.
Limited in the Northern part by the borders with the Republic of Senegal, in the South and
South western parts by Sambailo and Koundara urban areas, both park and reserve can only be
expanded using the buffer and/or the transition zones in the East which is made of territories mainly
owned and managed by Congnagui and Bassari indigenous and sedentary tribes (BirdLife
International, 2020). Niokolo-Badiar’s biosphere reserve is crossed by the Koulountou river, a Ramsar
site which is estimated to support 80 mammal species (including lions, chimpanzees and antelopes),
36 reptile species including python, 330 bird species, 20 amphibians and 60 fish species.
This ecological zone is characterized by low rainfall, 1000 – 1500 mm, over 5 to 7 months a
year (the lowest in Guinea), high temperatures, and sparsely forested savannah. It is located between
12029’N and 13018’W in the coastal region of Guinea. This area is mainly flat and is mostly known for
its mountain Badiar (500 meters high) which is about 15 kilometers away from Koundara. Badiar has
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given the name to one of the first tribes living there, the Badiaranke who, along with the Cognagui
and the Bassari, are the indigenous tribes to be surveyed in this study.
Three villages with at least one sacred grove each, from each tribe, were selected for this
study and they are shown in the following map (figure 1).

Figure 1 : Map showing locations (in green circles) of interviews with indigenous people
(Badiaranke, Bassari, and Cognagui) and with government officials. Adapted from Birdlife
International (2020). More details in Chapter 4
B – Indigenous tribes surveyed
Badiaranke, Bassari, and Cognagui indigenous tribes live independent from each other and
from other tribes, and have their own sacred forests outside of each of their villages close to or within
the peripheries of Niokolo-Badiar national park and reserve where they hold festivals on a yearly basis.
Altogether these three (3) tribes make less than 15% of Koundara population (about 200.000 people).
The local population is mainly made, in addition to these tribes, of:
-

Fulani (ethnic group) people: mainly focused on trade, farming, and livestock
Djallonke (ethnic group) people: focusing mainly on farming and trade

These indigenous tribes aimed for this study are strongly linked to their territories, possess unique
traditional beliefs and way of living, and maintain, each, their ancestral systems. They are mainly
located as follows:
•
•
•

Bassari: villages in Temesse sub-prefecture in the South eastern part of Koundara ;
Cognagui: in villages around Youkounkou sub-prefecture, the closest to the transition and buffer
zones of the reserve, East of Koundara ;
Badiaranke: in Sambailo and Sareboido sub-prefectures in the western part of Koundara, closer
to the national park’s peripheries.
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2. Theoretical Framework
Culture is viewed in this case study as an institution as defined by sociological institutionalism
schools (Hall & Taylor, 1996). These schools argue that institutions are, more than formal rules,
procedures, and norms, rather a moral template that provides meaning to human actions. Inherent
to these schools, institutional theory posits that institutions are created or adopted, and that they are
culturally-specific and may shape individual conduct (Hall & Taylor, 1996). This idea is supported by
Colding & Folke (2001); Osei-Tutu et al. (2015); and by Petursson et al. (2017). These authors
categorize institutions into either formal (also called state-instituted) when they are written and
enforced through official channels, or informal (also called customary or traditional), if they are usually
not written, and are enforced through unofficial channels. Furthermore Osei-Tutu et al. (2015) posit
that both institutions usually do not operate separately from each other and that their interactions
are either complementary, substitute, accommodation, or even competition against each other.
The institutional theory (Hall & Taylor, 1996) stipulates that culture is an institution that can
shape individual action and behavior. This case study considers indigenous tribes as stand-alone
informal institutions that cause indigenous people’s conduct towards nature to vary from location to
location, or even at the family level. In the other hand, formal institutions are here viewed as
government and non-government bodies intervening in or around Niokolo-Badiar national park
through various conventions, policies, programs, or projects.
For biodiversity conservation to be effective, recognition, where external and internal actors
and institutions are responsibly engaged in decision-making and implementation, should be of a
higher priority (Martin et al. 2016). This idea is supported by Colding & Folke (2001) who add that a
partnership involving both formal and informal institutions benefits both protected areas and
biodiversity.
Osei-Tutu et al. (2015) found in an analysis of the interactions between formal and informal
institutions in forestry in Ghana that there is a complementary interaction if both institutions are
functional and motivate same action towards a common goal. That idea of building common ground
(Verschuuren, 2017) where different worldviews meet, and communities and decision-makers and
implementers agree on conservation management, represent a potential for empowerment, and also
for well-being and self-governance. Such a “multinatural” approach (Brown & Verschuuren, 2018),
ideal in the case of conservation management, could be better examined if a focus is put on how
formal and informal institutions value and perceive self and each other, and are willing to collaborate
in their locally identified common conservation tasks. This complementarity illustrates governance as
defined by Borrini (2000), I quote (P.7), (governance) is “the complex of ways by which individuals and
institutions, public and private, manage their common concerns”. This ideal co-governed conservation
institutes a collaboration where each eco-partner steps forwards to a middle ground where no one
imposes his own way of governing and valuing nature (Martin et al. 2016), and benefits people,
biodiversity and protected area the most. This framework is better conceptualized through the
following image, figure 2:
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Figure 2: Framework used to conceptualize an institutional approach to the research
on cultural values and practices
Source: Based on and adapted from: Osei-Tutu et al. 2015; Colding & Folke, 2001,
Verschuuren, 2017.
This conceptual framework is solely designed for the shake of this research based on the cited
literature. It maps the ideas gained through the various concepts used by authors and related
conservation governance that involves both traditional and formal institutions.

2.1. Institutional dimensions
Multiple stakeholders are involved in various ways in conservation management in NiokoloBadiar area. Categorized into formal and informal institutions, they are made of, on one side,
government institutions (prefectural division of forestry, Niokolo-Badiar division, and prefectural
division of environment, all from the ministry of environment, waters and forestry), and on the other
side, many indigenous entities in the peripheries of the park and reserve. Rules being one of the basics
that define institutions (Wild et al. 2008), indigenous tribes inheriting and preserving multiple cultural
values and practices represent multiple standalone institutions that are involved in conserving and
managing sacred sites in Niokolo-Badiar area. These entities are mostly unknown to or non-recognized
by formal institutions, and they vary from one tribe to the other and more often from one location to
the other even within the same tribe. In the other hand formal institutions abide one way or the other
to international conventions and treaties and apply the Guinean government’s conservation policy
locally. Even though participatory conservation was adopted in Niokolo-Badiar in a transboundary
initiatives in the 90s between Senegal and Guinea (Report), there is mention of neither the
involvement of indigenous institutions as a valuable stakeholder in conservation management nor a
consideration for the many sacred groves in the area. Government field agents from all divisions
represented in Niokolo-Badiar strictly implement policies and programs in a way that aligns with
fortress conservation and prevents access to local people.
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2.2. Recognition and cohabitation: the formal vs informal challenges
Most protected areas are associated with marginalization of local people, their institutions or
knowledge, and are primarily designed using a single dominant conventional model that imposes how
conservation should be made. As a result, rights and responsibilities are unequally distributed among
people and this causes some cultures and beliefs to be silenced (Martin et al. 2016) or to be told how
to act towards nature. This lack of recognition of other cultures and ways of thinking is illustrated in
government policies which recognize the state as the only owner of land as observed by Diallo (2011).
Author argues that such a policy conflicts with the indigenous people’s concept of landownership as
lands are identity and inheritance from their parents. Martin et al (2016) argue that even though
recognition is not well understood, it is highly desirable in environmental justice, it improves
conservation effectiveness, and reduces the risks of conservation conflicts.
Indigenous people’s attachment to nature and its tangible and intangible elements
contributes significantly to reinforcing their moral responsibility towards it (Martin et al. 2016). In such
a context we can argue that indigenous people may display more self-respect and value, and more
connection with each other or with nature. Unfortunately, though formal institutions, colonial or
postcolonial powers, have institutionalized a dominant culture of state-sanctioned norms that create
and sustain a mechanism of oppression of the marginalized whose viewpoints become devalued or
stigmatized as observed by Martin et al. (2016). This may have contributed to the migration, about a
century ago, of most indigenous tribes far from Badiar area. They are reported to have “fled”
urbanization and population pressure where both could harm their cultural values and practices.

2.3. Enforcement and compliance : the interplay in indigenous conservation
Institutions, in general, are better effective in their roles and responsibilities if they are strong
enough to monitor their values and regulations (Enforcement), and have people around who are
dedicated enough to adhere to their principles (Compliance). Enforcement and compliance are
intertwined and can serve to explore meaningfully the effectiveness of the indigenous bodies and
policies that regulate the conservation of sacred groves. Authors cited by Keane et al. (2008) mention
that refractions are more witnessed where enforcement is low. These authors add that even if
regulations plan penalties for deviations, individuals are oftentimes attempted to weighing the
benefits of acting illegally against the chances and repercussions of being caught doing so (Arias,
2015). Indigenously agreed rules that govern the management of sacred groves have a structure
behind them to monitor their implementation but also to decide on sanctions (Keane et al. 2008) to
eventual rulebreakers. Culturally rooted social norms are known to be effective in maintaining
community members’ behavior because people abiding by their own cultural principles are more
inclined to avoiding spiritual and belief sanctions than paying a fine for a refraction (non-compliance).
Compliance in the context of this study is defined as the adherence of indigenous people to indigenous
conservation regulations. Compliance is better increased by enforcement as observed by Arias (2015)
and is the ability for designated bodies and leaders to influence the behavior of the resources users
(Keane et al. 2008). This shaped my focus on two aspects to assess enforcement and compliance in
this area: identifying the structures responsible of enforcing social cultural values and practices related
to sacred groves, and diagnosing how often offenders are caught and sanctioned.
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3. Research Methodology
3.1 Study design
A case study approach is deemed suitable for the exploration and/or in-depth understanding
(Kumar, 2018; and Newing, 2010) of a situation or phenomenon such as the interaction of cultural
values and practices related to sacred groves and park management. A case study has the potential to
generate a thorough understanding of the phenomenon (Kumar, 2018). There is also potential for a
generalization of the findings but this remains limited by the nature of the cultural values and practices
which may only apply to contexts and conditions similar to those of Niokolo-Badiar peripheries. As
suggested by Kumar (2018); De Vaus (2001); and Newing (2010), data will be collected using in-depth
interviews, and secondary records (such as literature, and field reports).
Using non-probabilistic sampling techniques (Kumar, 2018; and Newing, 2010) we purposefully
selected respondents among those actors locally known to directly play a leadership role in sacredness
and conservation management. Also called, by both Kumar (2018), and Newing (2010), judgement, or
purposive, or targeted sampling, this technique was appropriate for us to select those respondents
most relevant to our study. This helped us select among the indigenous tribes, the respondents with
significant expertise and involvement in conservation related cultural values and practices in the area.
Maestre-Andrés et al. (2016) found in a study that elderly people appreciate cultural services and
habitat the most as well as do people living near protected areas do for sociocultural values and
practices. These statements guided our selection of respondents and matched well the traditional way
of going through elders when entering a community in this area.

3.2. Selection of informant
In our search for representative indigenous tribes (informal institutions) with conservation related
cultural practices and values and sacred groves we established and used the following selection
criteria:
a) confirmed indigenous inhabitants: is the local population confirmed indigenous, with some
cultural values practices related to sacred groves?
b) size and state of the sacred forest (s): is the sacred forest representative and does it show
signs of indigenous presence or management?
c) confirmed experienced elders among dwellers: are there experienced elders directly involved
in or leading the management of sacred forests?
d) proximity to the national park or reserve: is the indigenous community affected or potentially
to be affected by activities in or around the national park or reserve ? Is it in the peripheries?
e) control over natural resources: has the indigenous people received support of any kind or
participated in conservation management decisions within or outside their community?
Using this selection criteria we were able to single out eight (8) villages in the Niokolo-Badiar
peripheries in the sub-prefectures of Sambailo, Sareboido, Termesse, and Youkounkou. Termesse,
mainly inhabited by the Bassari tribe, is the furthest to Niokolo park and reserve (about 70 km) but
these indigenous people are reported to have been strong in their cultural values and practices and
been impacted by conservation management lately. That motivated us to select them for this study.
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Indigenous informants were selected among these tribes using a different criteria that assessed:
1) length of experience with cultural values and practices; 2) position in the tribe and sacred grove
management; and 3) commitment to the conservation practices and sacred sites.
As for informants from formal institutions we could only find 5 people with expertise pertaining
to sacred groves management and related cultural values and practices. They are government officials
involved in conservation in either the national park or the reserve, and who have interacted with
indigenous people with regard to conservation management.

3.3. Data collection and analysis
In the aim to collect data through more knowledgeable experts I contracted research assistants
who live in the study area and are more acquainted than me to the targeted communities and their
cultural values and practices. Among the three (3) research assistants I contracted, two are of my
acquaintances who have worked in the study area for more than ten (10) years each. The third one is
one of the rarest literate we could find among one of the indigenous tribes (Bassari) that we assessed.
My main role in the fieldwork consisted on training the team of research assistants on the basics of
community entry approach, interviewing techniques, note taking, photography, and data sharing
through their telephones. I additionally paid for printing and photocopying of the interview guides,
and for their transportation and communication fees as well as their food. I assessed their
understanding of their mission and of the interview guides, and also answered their questions when
they had some throughout the data collection process. I finally cross-checked selection criteria for
each interviewee before approving their interviews and keenly monitored the ethics in regards with
respect to indigenous values and culture. My role in the fieldwork was completed when I reread the
data the team submitted to me and made sure to understand clearly the meaning of all the
information that I received. The team was available when I was analyzing data as well.
This data collection consisted on preliminary and actual surveys as mentioned in the following:

a. Preliminary Survey
Aimed at superficially exploring the subject, the preliminary survey consisted on : a) confirming
the existence of indigenous people and their sacred forests, b) diagnosing the way sacred forests
function and relate to conservation management, c) identifying social and cultural values and the
structures behind their management, d) identifying actors involved in conservation management in
the peripheries of Niokolo-Badiar, and e) finalizing the research tools to be used in the subsequent
actual survey.
Through this preliminary survey we met with senior national park managers in the prefectural
division of forestry, but also with park and reserve officers in Koundara and had discussions using an
interview guide that can be seen in the annex of this report (Appendix 1). We then conducted a similar
survey at the indigenous community level in ten (10) villages that emerged through the survey with
government officials as the most appropriate for our topic.
These actors and institutions not only work independently from each other but also display
different institutional values that were good to know before proceeding with our research. As far as
concerning outcomes of this rapid diagnosis we were able to: single out eight (8) villages with more
interesting conservation related cultural values and practices, identify at least two (2) people to be
interviewed in each of these villages, clean the interview guides from what was locally be deemed
sensitive, target key respondents from formal institutions, and finalize a convenient interview plan
with those resource people who met our selection criteria mentioned above (3.2.).
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As for informal institutions (indigenous tribes) the choice was made to select sacred groves chiefs
and their deputies for the interviews and this facilitated our entry in the villages but also our report
building in a non-studied area, which we assume put interviewees in their comfort zone. In the other
hand the choice was made to select the five (5) government officials that we could find to be the only
involved in sacred groves related conservation.
The preliminary survey additionally helped us to uncover the third tribe that we interviewed,
Badiaranke. These were mentioned to us by both authorities and indigenous people.

b. Actual Survey: Semi-structured interviews
The actual survey was aimed at collecting more data by conducting in-depth interviews with the
key informants who distinguished themselves through our selection criteria above (3.2.). We were
referred to these interviewees by their peers that we interviewed in the preliminary phase. These
people are knowledgeable, involved in conservation related leadership roles, mandated to speak for
their communities, and authorized to speak about sacredness. The interview guides we used were
made of about 40 in-depth questions that focused on: a) identifying the type and state of the cultural
values and practices related to sacred groves and conservation management, b) uncovering the
structures underlying both formal and informal institutions and the decision-making process related
to conservation management, and c) exploring the potential for collaboration between stakeholders
in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries. These guides can also be found in the annex of this report (Appendix 3
and 4).

c. Literature review
Exploring various literature on cultural values and practices, sacredness, indigenous people,
conservation in Guinea and West Africa region, and the likes, enhanced my understanding of the topic
and of the urgent need for research to be done in this area, but also gave me a brighter view on
institutions, how they function, how they interact with each other, or compete against each other in
conservation, and what it entails for biodiversity in general. This prepared me enough in drafting the
interviews, designing interviewee selection criteria, planning research, and making sense of my
results. Among other materials used when conducting this are books, scientific papers, websites, and
reports. I additionally used fieldnotes (Kumar, 2018) as well as “off-survey” stories shared by research
assistants for an added value to responding to the main research question.

d. Data analysis
The interview guides were originally written in French for research assistants but also interviewees
from formal institutions to grasp the meaning of each question. The translator that we used could
speak all indigenous dialects and was fluent enough in French language to understand the interview
guides as well. This facilitated for research assistants to fill out the interview guides directly in French
and send it to me for the analysis. I printed the filled copies, went through them line by line and
highlighted with colored markers the relevant answers, the information that respondents deemed
important, and the sentences which pertain the most to a set of themes I created beforehand based
on literature and in relation to the theory that I used. Because I am fluent in French I directly extracted
this information from the interview guides, labelled the sentences into codes in an Excel sheet,
analyzed these codes, and constructed my narrative from those themes. In the aim to seek to
understand and discuss further the inter-relationships between the prominent themes, I additionally
used a combination of inductive and deductive approaches to select some quotes from the interviews,
and analyzed the emerging concepts to find commonalities, redundancy and/or differences in the
information collected to support my findings.
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Off-survey stories were also taken into account in this analysis process and are summarized in
boxes (Box 1 and 2) in the following chapter (Results). Some of these stories surfaced out unexpected
themes that were relevant enough to be shared and contributed to reinforcing our understanding of
certain information collected but also supported a clearer perception of the local context.

3.3. Limitations
Even though research assistants I used are familiar with surveys and data collection, it is a
challenge to content with their notes and stories because they feel somehow integrated in the
communities and knowledgeable of the cultural values and practices. This was both a challenge and
an opportunity though.
Due to cultural reasons expressed by indigenous leaders it was impossible to conduct community
mapping, observations, or to interview women. Indigenous people were in general hesitant about
community mapping and considered it to expose them even worst in the face of “outsiders” (us). All
tribes accepted to show us a few of their masks though and even tried some of them with some
restrictions. We were allowed to take photos of sacred groves peripheries but not to enter or conduct
transect walks as initially scheduled. Additionally, interviewing women was misinterpreted by
indigenous leaders as a means to “check if they (leaders) are lying”, as they put it. This activity was
banned earlier during the preliminary survey even when we negotiated and offered that a man be
present during the interview. Another limitation for these surveys was the fact that elders vetoed that
we interview more people in the same communities.

3.4. Ethics in this research process
In the aim to assess the feasibility of this study in such a sensitive topic I made sure that the
interview guides were tested with experienced indigenous and non-indigenous leaders who are
involved in decision-making in conservation in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries. Research assistants in the
field chose a few interviewees from both informal and formal institutions and examined the interview
guides with them. This facilitated the finalization of the questionnaires for both the preliminary and
actual surveys and contributed significantly to building trust within the communities but also for us to
get rid of what would be considered as offensive from an indigenous perspective.
Early on the data collection process we (research assistants
and myself) made sure that
indigenous and non-indigenous leaders understand the goal of our research, the process that we
aimed to undertake, and the main expected outcomes of this study. The understanding of the process
by these people particularly helped us avoid raising expectations in areas where people benefited
from funded conservation projects a few decades ago. Research assistants held at least one meeting
with each of the conservation (indigenous and non-indigenous) leaders in each location that we aimed
for. The fact that institutions function independent from each other made us loose time along the way
but helped us secure free consent from the key informants we needed in our study. We made sure to
cancel transect walks, and observations as research methods when indigenous leaders in all locations
independently made it clear to us that we, as an outsider (non-indigenous), would not be granted
access to the sacred groves. Both activities were initially planned for us to see through our own eyes
the state of the sacred groves but also for us to witness some of the cultural practices conducted in
those sites. We thought that this would give us more information about our topic but we fully
complied with the prevailing indigenous regulations. Therefore, we conducted all interviews in places
that were chosen by interviewees for their own comfort in their own villages or around their own
homes and were able to have almost all of them on a one-on-one basis. It happened only in two (2)
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villages with the Bassari tribe that indigenous observers were appointed by sacred groves elders to
stay with research assistants throughout the interviews. We allowed these people to observe as
agreed with elders and fortunately they did not interfere in the process.
I additionally made sure that an introduction at the top part of each interview guide (Appendix 1
& 2) reminded the interviewer to introduce self, explain research goals, mention the use of the
information collected and approximate duration of the interview, and also to summarize the expected
outcomes and discuss the need for images or related materials to mark our presence in the villages.
An effort was made to give respondent freedom to accept or reject this, and it was emphasized that
“saying no” is not a negative answer, which, we hoped, added interviewees’ confidence when
expressing their views. In this process researcher and research assistants , abiding by Wageningen
University and Research’s policy on ethics, declared to maintain confidentiality, to display
professionalism and respect throughout the study from community entry to data collection and
processing as well as in reporting and disclosure of information to the public. Hence the identity of
interviewees is only known to us and photos were only taken when it was discussed with indigenous
leaders and approved by the subject or the owner if it is an object.
Government officials mostly seen as tax collection agents in the area (and across Guinea) were
interviewed separately in their offices, far from indigenous settings.
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4. Results
In total we interviewed twenty-one (21) people involved in the management of thirteen (13)
sacred groves, in ten (10) different locations in the peripheries of Niokolo-Badiar national park and
reserve. Results are split into four (4) different categories and eight (8) different sub-categories as
follows:

4.1. Conservation related indigenous cultural values and practices
The aim through research question 1 of this study is to assess what are the cultural values and
practices related to sacred groves in Niokolo-Badiar National park and reserve areas.
For a better understanding of conservation related indigenous cultural values and practices in
Niokolo-Badiar peripheries it is a prerequisite to identify indigenous conserved areas where dwellers
have sacred groves for their cultural and spiritual uses, and also to subsequently identify the main
indigenous cultural values practices in these sanctuaries. I sought from the indigenous people what
are their feelings of the state of their own sacred groves and due to restricted access to these sites I
asked government officials who monitor conservation in the area about their own feelings of the
indigenous managed sites to complete this part.

4.1.1. Indigenous conserved areas in the peripheries of Niokolo-Badiar
Numerous sacred groves are confirmed present in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries and are
entertained by indigenous people as shown in figure 3. These sacred groves are on average 1 hectare
size each, and are cared for using various indigenous knowledge, skills, and resource people.
Subprefectures

Location of Number
interviews
of sacred
forests
Waline
1
Termesse
Doidoi
3
N’Debou
1
Sareboido
Sounkoutou
1
Kaparra
1
Bina
Sambailo
Sambailo
0
Ourouss
2
Youkounkou Antappe
1/2
Thiallour
3
Koundara
NA
0

Tribes

Preliminary Actual
Surveys
Surveys

Bassari
Bassari
Bassari
Badiaranke
Badiaranke

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

NA
Cognagui
Cognagui
Cognagui
NA

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2

Figure 3: Locations where interviews were held per number of
sacred groves and indigenous group living there.
As shown in this table (above), some villages are managing more than one sacred groves (the case
for Doidoi, Ourous, and Thiallour). These are larger villages with a more important indigenous
population size. Koundara and Sambailo are small urban centers where there’s no sacred grove and
where we only interviewed government officials, non-indigenous respondents. Interestingly the
village, Antappe, shares their sacred grove with a neighboring village of the same tribe for many
decades. Sacred groves, mostly in the edges of the villages, are an integral part of the cultures of each
of these tribes we surveyed and all these spaces display a similar landscape of a mixture of old trees,
shrubs, and grassland. These spaces are, as shown in figures 4 and 5, surrounded by deforested fallows
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where slash-and-burn agriculture is being practiced throughout rainy season (June – October), every
year.

Figure 4: A Google satellite view of Kapara Bina village shows their sacred grove,
and distinguishes it from the rest of the surrounding landscapes.

Figure 5: A satellite view of one of the two sacred groves in Ourous shows multiple
fallows in the surrounding as well and largely distinguishes how green the sacred
grove is vis-à-vis the neighboring areas.
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The majority of the indigenous respondents interviewed have had more than two decades of
experience with sacred groves and admit that those areas were not only greener earlier but also better
managed by indigenous people. This is illustrated in figure 6 where results show that the majority of
the respondents (57%) in this study find that sacred groves are being nowadays degraded. One of the
respondents supporting that idea says : “nowadays we have fewer tree species and smaller stands”.
The respondent was supported by another one in a different tribe who added that: “desertification is
increasing at a high speed and we are sadly losing our forests”. An average number of the respondents
(29%) finds that these sites are in good conditions and few others (14%) think that they are in a natural
regeneration process. They argue that “even if no big effort is done to rehabilitate the sacred groves,
it is not false to say that some spaces are somehow preserved or rehabilitating on their own”. Sacred
groves being under natural regeneration was explained by respondents as the “regrowth of the few
wild saplings underneath larger trees that are not fully harvested”. Saplings and shrubs can be seen in
all these sacred groves and explain fully the regeneration potential in the area. Unfortunately though,
a large amount of these plants are browsed by the many wild and domestic animals wandering
uncontrollably in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries.
Natural
regeneration
14%

Good
condition
29%

Degraded
57%

Figure 6: State of scared grove

4.1.2. The motivation behind indigenous cultural values and practices
Sacred groves are established and preserved for multiple reasons by indigenous people in NikoloBadiar peripheries. All the three (3) assessed tribes agree that the main purpose for establishing and
preserving a scared forest is spirituality as shown in the next figure (figure 7).
Training Water
7%
2%

Circumcision
7% Conservation
7%
Education
9%

Rituals
30%

Forest food
20%
Prey
5%

NA
11%

Funerals
2%

Figure 7: Cultural values and practices in sacred groves
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Rituals as a cultural value listed by more than a quarter of the respondents (30%) refer mainly to
implorations for agricultural benefits; calling for rains or for increase in yields. Such rituals are
performed when rainy season starts with delay or stops earlier. These rituals are mostly held by a few
elderly people in the sacred groves but it is a big event for everyone in the villages. We found out that
there are many other reasons that motivate the creation of sacred forests. Among these reasons are:
the need for (wild) food, conservation education or health. Collection of forest food is solely
performed by indigenous people in their own forests because natives seem to be “known by their
forests and the many spirits who live inside”, one respondent says. Sacred groves are largely used for
circumcision and excision (7%). Such events are some of the biggest that gathers indigenous people
from all ages and gender in these sacred groves. Children of ten (10) to fifteen (15) years old are taken
to intern in the sacred groves for few weeks to a month. This event goes beyond circumcision and puts
the “interns” in a program where they learn the basics of living in challenging conditions, fighting,
gaming, tree identification and their uses, and many other social values. This ceremony is held once
per year and follows harvesting seasons due to the need for large amount of food to feast both at the
biggening and the end of the event. Children subject to circumcision in these circumstances are called
“interns” by us because they are put to work “as an apprentice or trainee in an occupation or
profession to gain practical experience, and sometimes also to satisfy legal or other requirements for
being licensed or accepted professionally (dictionary.com, 2021)” or socially (this context).

Figure 8.a.

Figure 8.b.

Figure 8.a. These Badiaranke children are being taken to the sacred grove for
circumcision and education (being hardened as a local respondent put it). The event
gathers people from all ages from the village (and neighboring villages in rare occasions)
and our interpreter happened to be invited and be allowed to take a limited number of
photos.
Figure 8.b. The photo shows one of the indigenous leaders in his ceremonial? uniform.
He is leading the circumcision lauching event. On a side note our interpreter was only
allowed to attend this event held at the sacred grove main entrance. Entrances to most
groves we have seen can be identified by the presence of a big Kapok tree (Ceiba
pentandra) which is believed to carry “spirits that govern” the forests. The rooting
system of one of these trees can be seen in the first photo at the edges of the sacred
grove.
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Most sacred groves assessed host water sources, natural spring or streams, and are used by both
humans and animals (wild or domestic). As such, these sanctuaries represent spaces where humans
and animals meet and share the multiple resources but also interact with nature in various ways.
Even though spirituality is agreed to be the main reason for the establishment of sacred groves,
conservation of cultural practices was cited as the main benefit from these spaces by most
respondents from the indigenous tribes. It was additionally mentioned to us that power is the second
benefit gained from sacred groves. Indigenous traditional healers help many patients for free of
charge. One of them states:
“We don’t request to be paid because our fathers have never
taught us to do so. We are also scared that if we ask to be paid that it
would offend our spirits and we would be cursed as result of that bad
conduct. Our understanding is that patients come to us when they are
desperately in need of medical treatment that saves their lives which
is priceless”. One of Bassari Chiefs
Indigenous traditional healers are consulted by both local patients and people from
neighboring urban areas. The healing is mostly done in the villages even if all medications are to be
collected from the forests.

4.2. Indigenous perceptions of cultural values and practices
Research question 2 of this study was intended to diagnosing how indigenous people preserve and
mobilize their cultural values and practices to protect their sacred groves in the area.

4.2.1. Main threats to indigenous cultural values and practices
Informants among the Cognagui, Bassari and Badiaranke surveyed mentioned bush fires as
the main threat to their sacred groves and related cultural values and practices, along with growing
lack of interests from young people. Some of these uncontrolled bush fires break form field crops but
most of it is intentionally set by animal herders in the aim to ignite and speed up the growth of new
grass for their livestock. Even though indigenous people are always on alert and build firebreaks or set
early fires to prevent hazardous fires as preventive measures, we have found out that of all the 13
sacred groves we assessed only 2 caught fires in the last 5 years and were only slightly burnt. A quarter
of the respondents from all tribes (as shown in figure 9 below) pointed out that the building of
firebreaks is the best option to prevent and preserve their sacred groves in most cases. These
firebreaks (figure 10) are mostly created by mowing the dried grass around the sacred groves in dry
season and early rainy season when slash-and-burn agriculture is still in the burning phase. A few more
preventive measures that were mentioned to us are: education (15%), law enforcement (15%), and
protection (15%), as shown in the following figure (figure 9).
Protection
15%

Early Fire
5%

Education
15%

Nothing
20%

Monitoring
5%

Fire-break
25%

Figure 9: Prevention
measures to main
threats facing sacred
groves

Law
enforcement
15%
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Figure 10: One of the
elderly indigenous leaders
is here standing on a
newly
mowed
area
(firebreak) at the edge of
their sacred forest. The
mowed area is
a
protective contour line of
5-7 meters wide and is
maintained clean from
grass by indigenous
people throughout dry
season. Building these
firebreaks
mobilizes
mostly all men from the
community.

In parallel young people are increasingly showing less interest in cultural values and practices.
They are displaying such a character in the way they perform their tasks (surveillance for instance), or
in their participation in certain cultural events as mentioned by many respondents. One interviewee
pointed out that if nothing is done in the future “these young people will neither be able to run
successfully their cultural events nor pass on the information to future generations”. This threat is also
agreed upon among all the surveyed indigenous tribes even though no one seems to have dealt
against it.
Curiously the many animals (domestic or wild) rambling in the surveyed areas were not cited
as a threat to sacred groves. All indigenous tribes seem to accept these animals to browse in sacred
groves and have not fenced their sanctuaries so as to keep them safer, the way they do with most of
their home-gardens. One of the respondents emphasized that because “sacred groves were larger in
the past no one could think of fencing them”. This was supported by another respondent who stated
that “sacred forests were so denser that no one thought that they could be damaged” by these animals

4.2.2. Enforcement and compliance from the indigenous perspectives
Badiaranke, Bassari and Cognagui indigenous tribes have similar structures that govern their
sacred groves. The eldest (male) person in the village is the main leader. He is usually someone who
has inherited his position and who will be inherited, when he passes away, by his children if they
happen to be the eldest in their times. As a leader he is assisted by multiple deputy chiefs called “fils
coutumiers” in French and literally translated as “custodian sons” into English. Chiefs and deputies are
the decision-makers in their society and the knowledge holders. They meet on a regular basis and only
talk about sacred groves when necessary. Important decisions and issues, like choosing a date for
cultural events or implorations, gather only chiefs and their deputies in most cases. When an
important decision is to be made public deputy chiefs are in charge of mobilizing community members
in the chief’s compound or a public place in the village, and for conveying the message. Both men and
women of all ages may be invited in such a deliberative arena and follow-up activities may be assigned
to anyone the public deem appropriate for the tasks. Any resident who have had his sacred grove
experience is considered mature (or hardened) enough to help in surveillance, fire prevention, or
tending interns. As such they are the chief’s “eye” in terms of local issues, or the community’s
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“ambassador” if the issue to be dealt with includes an outsider. Chiefs and their deputies are
permanent staff, with on average 32 years of experience in their roles whilst surveyors are temporary
(mostly seasonal).
In one of the villages we surveyed, one of the indigenous respondents mentioned to us a story
about a young rulebreaker was punished (Box.1.) according to their traditional laws. Please note that
for ethic purposes the names of neither the boy nor the village are mentioned and are only known by
me and the research assistants.
Interestingly all fines we were told about do not include money or “expensive objects”. Fines
are made of “things that we know for sure that the offender can afford” stated one of the chiefs. We
were told about situations were indigenous people put offenders to pay a chicken, a goat or a sheep,
or a certain quantity of palm wine (as is the case in Box.1. below), or even to be assigned to perform
certain tasks in the village or in the sacred grove.

Box.1: “A boy of about 15 years old was punished recently for failing in the surveillance of
our sacred forest. This rule breaking was the only one that happened in the last five (5)
years in our village. We always appoint a surveyor every week mostly in dry season because
of the numerous cases of bush fires in our area. Surveyors are assigned to alert our village
if there is hazard or intruder in our sacred forest even though this is very uncommon.
Surveyors are mostly teenagers who have had sacred grove education freshly and are
skilled enough to monitor the area properly and report conveniently any incident. They
monitor in a group and report to us (sacred grove chiefs). This boy (offender) failed to play
fully his role and was immediately trialed by our elders (the sacred grove chiefs and their
deputies) in a gathering where he was sentenced to pay 40 liters of high quality palm wine
to our elders. He had to collect it from our (non-sacred) forest areas without assistance,
climbing selected palm trees, setting and monitoring his collection tools. We knew that it
was a challenging task but he had to do it to prove his obedience and to seek forgiveness.
No one was allowed to help the boy because we always want refractors to learn from their
mistakes. It took the boy more than two weeks to complete the tasks and pay the fine. We
elders including his father were among those who happily enjoyed the wine he collected”.
Testimony from an elderly indigenous chief from one of the surveyed tribes

It is uncommon that someone from the tribes “offend” sacred groves and their related cultural
values and practices thus break customary rules. Non-written rules safeguard these spaces and are
taught to young “interns” who are subject to circumcision (figure 8.a.) in the sacred groves or
reminded to everyone at multiple occasions. Rules are mostly similar among all indigenous tribes and
prevail in most cases.

4.3.

Non-indigenous perceptions of cultural values and practices

Research question 3 of this study looked at how government appointed conservationists take indigenous
cultural values and practices related to sacred groves into account in conservation management in
Niokolo-Badiar.
The conservation body of the Guinean government is represented in this geographical area by
three different divisions: Environment, Forestry, and National Park. All three are involved in managing
the park and reserve peripheries and interact somehow with the indigenous people. These formal
institutions have no sacred grove specialists even though they recognize that they can be of great help
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to indigenous conservationists in terms of knowledge and skills sharing. Their research assistants are
based in villages and in Niokolo-Badiar park, reserve, and peripheries. They are appointed by the
government of Guinea and have had on average 13 years of service in Niokolo-Badiar area. These staff
are in general responsible for the management of forests including Niokolo-Badiar national park and
reserve and internationally designated Ramsar site (Koulountou river) and Biosphere reserve, both in
Niokolo-Badiar.
Despite the fact that Guinean forest policy recognizes the need to associate local people and
communities into conservation management there is no reference to sacred groves as an alternative
area-based conservation measure in view. Nevertheless, like many other member countries of global
conventions and agreements pertaining to conservation management, Guinea intends to preserve
local biodiversity and territories using various ways and means. Forest and nature conservation laws
and policies stem from multiple sources ranging from colonial power to sub-regional, regional and
international standards. Niokolo-Badiar as one of the main transboundary areas in the country was
comanaged with Senegal in the late 90s and early 2000s. This was in addition to a part of the forest
being designated as park (in 1985) and another one designated as a biosphere reserve (in 2002).
Gambie-Koulountou river was designated Ramsar site a little later (in 2005) and is an integral part of
the park, the reserve, and their peripheries.
Government services, the only conservation actors based in this area are highly dependent on
international donors, mostly the European Union, and conservation initiatives are rare and poorly
sustained. Conservation officials are poorly equipped and focus their surveillance efforts on NiokoloBadiar and its peripheries. Rehabilitation seems to have not been a priority even though the goal to
expand Niokolo-Badiar have long been expressed, but not implemented, by the government. Although
conservation officials are “aware” of the multiple sacred groves in the area and of the conservation
role these spaces play, there seems to be no attempt to neither work with the indigenous people who
run them nor to preserve the rich biodiversity that occupies them.
“We know all the sacred groves in the area and all the indigenous
leaders. We even know when they are having their sacred groves event or
no. We have never been denied access to these spaces but we don’t feel the
need to visit them and face the many risks of offending indigenous cultures”.
Testimony by one of the (government official) respondents
Indigenous cultural values and practices are viewed by these officials as important to
biodiversity and as a touristic potential that should be promoted.

4.4. Potential for institutional collaboration
Research objective 4 did explore how indigenous people and park management could collaborate on
the conservation management of sacred groves and related cultural values and practices in the park
and reserve area
Informants from formal institutions clearly admit that they have never been associated in
indigenous cultural events and practices. They regularly visit indigenous villages and monitor the rule
of (formal) laws mostly concerning bush fires, timber and charcoal production. As an outsider (nonindigenous) they seem to be restricted access to sacred groves and they do not feel the need to visit
those areas though because they “think that, compared to other spaces these sacred groves are not
under threat”;
“We think that these spaces are safer from bush fires, are not abusively
harvested, and that they encompass some of the rarest species in the area.
We think that these spaces are not under threat”.
Testimony by one of the (government official) respondents
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Another (government official) respondent added that:
“We struggle a lot with many other communities around Niokolo-Badiar
when it comes to promoting sustainable conservation practices like stopping
bush fires or deforestation, controlling animal divagation, or raising awareness
on desertification and climate change. I must admit that indigenous tribes here
look more receptive to our teachings and are the most proactive in conservation
management”.
Additionally, government officials see themselves as important resource people in regard with
conservation education, reforestation, and networking, and they do not see sacred groves as
independent entities in a state conserved territory. They seem to hesitate to take a step further in
engaging indigenous tribes in a collaborative conservation management in the area and justify this by
the lack of means and skills.
One of the government officials surveyed admits: “We know that sacred groves are part of our
responsibilities but we also know that it is easy to offend indigenous cultures when you don’t know
anything about it. We know that they could learn a lot from us in terms of reforestation for instance
but we are not equipped enough to take the first step towards them and initiate this”.
On the other hand, none of the villages and tribes surveyed mentioned using the expertise of the
conservationists to reinforce their skills or plan reforestation activities even though they are aware of
the potential around them. In fact conservationists are here viewed by indigenous people as state
appointed people in charge of controlling the “use of lands” and who strictly restrict access to other
resources, and collect “fines”.
Elderly indigenous people still tell stories of old days (in the 90s and 2000) when communities
were supported in their farming and livelihoods activities through a “conservation initiative” that was
implemented in Niokolo-Badiar. That project was implemented by a mixture of stakeholders including
(local and international) governments, and NGOs.
All the surveyed tribes find it inappropriate to give an outsider access to their sacred groves unless
the visitor is from a neighboring indigenous community (tribe) and that “he sticks by their
instructions”. This was surfaced out by many respondents who additionally mentioned the existence
of cross-tribe collaboration in many occasions. This includes discussing conservation issues, or even
sharing the same sacred grove (Antappe as in figure 3), both will be elaborated in the discussions
(below).

What about gender in sacred groves?
Despite the fact that traditionally women are not associated in decision-making regarding sacred
groves and their related conservation practices, indigenous leaders found out that these actors play
an important role in organizing their own events and in supporting men in theirs. Women’s
involvement in sacred groves was summarized to us by the only elderly woman we were allowed to
interview as follows in Box.2. That elderly lady attended one of the interviews we had with chiefs and
wanted to have her own interview. Very fortunately chiefs accepted that we interview her, “insisting
that we interview her in front of them, the way we interview them in front of her”. Her name and
village are also kept secret for ethic purposes.
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Box.2: No female rulebreaker?
“Women have their own sacred spots and structures in our villages. We are fully
dependent on men in choosing our cultural events and in implementing them. I am the lead
in my village and tribe throughout these last 20 years. I inherited my role from my mother,
who also inherited it from her mother, and so forth. Like men, we (women) have one chief
(myself) and many deputy chiefs. We have the same cultural events as men and celebrate
ours at the same time but in different spaces in, most cases, the same sacred groves. We
don’t feel the need to be consulted by men in the decision-making because we trust them
and have never seen them mistaking in their roles. We must admit that the surveillance
role, like palm wine extraction, is only men’s work and that they (men) recognize that
feeding is ours (women). Because men outnumber women in our community and that they
are the main surveyors, they deal with extinguishing bush fires whenever it occurs in our
sacred grove. They are additionally the ones to make sure that rulebreakers hand in their
fines properly and timely. I can proudly say that there have never been a girl punished for
infractions in our village and tribe since I took office and that I never heard of such a case
since my childhood”.
Testimony from an elderly indigenous woman from one of the surveyed tribes
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Discussions
This study displays how and why indigenous people are preserving their own conservation related
cultural values and practices in the sacred groves in Niokolo-Badiar area, and adds up understanding
on how to recognize and integrate these into conservation management. In line with the conceptual
framework used it is evidenced that both formal and informal institutions exist in Niokolo-Badiar area
as described by Colding & Folke (2001); Osei-Tutu et al. (2015); and Petursson et al. (2017) and that
each one of them has its own distinct values. Indigenous structures particularly perpetuate
conservation related cultural values and practices using different forms of governance specific to their
tribes. This shows how rich is the indigenous culture in the area but also how large is the potential for
a wide range of partnerships across institutions or across tribes for the preservation of these
conservation related cultural values and practices.
Even if these indigenous tribes have never been forcibly moved away from the park or its
peripheries for conservation related activities they are aware that land belongs to the government
(Diallo, 2011) and this may have prevented them from either expanding or preserving more
appropriately their sacred groves. These tribes are the first settlers in the area and have moved from
one settlement to the other in pursuit of their own “isolation” from new settlers and tribes,
urbanization, administration, and the like. Most importantly though these people have always
designated their own sacred groves and preserved their own cultural values and practices using their
own approaches and means. It is evidenced that most indigenous regulations are significantly
contributing to conservation management and that they represent a moral template (Hall & Taylor,
1996) that gives meaning to indigenous actions.
Our original plan was to survey only Bassari and Cognagui tribes because they are the most known
for their traditional beliefs and practices. It is only when we were conducting the preliminary survey
with these two (2) tribes that we were informed that their neighboring Badiaranke tribe even though
mostly converted to Islam is also preserving their own sacred groves and their related conservation
practices. Later we found out that converts to Islam or Christianism exist across all the three (3) tribes
assessed and that this is not preventing them from most of their cultural practices. One indigenous
Muslim interviewed mentioned though that the fact that some of their “practices do not go with
religion may mean that these might be abandoned in the long run”. He was referring to the use of
palm wine, spirituality, or even some forms of punishment used in the governance of sacred groves.
This insight goes with those of many authors including Diallo, 2011; Bhagwat et al. 2006; Jonas, 2017;
Maru et al. 2020, who raised the issue of religion been a threat to indigenous cultures. In the other
hand though it is interesting to see that communities in Nioklo-Badiar hold on to both traditional
beliefs and monotheism conveniently. This observation provides a new insight and opportunity that
should be explored on a form of cohabitation that would improve understandings among multiple
actors and that potentially sustains conservation management.
Our results additionally showed that both formal and informal institutions in Niokolo-Badiar area
perceive indigenous cultural values and practices as a potential pillar for conservation management
locally. For instance, even if the practice of early fires is a government recommendation throughout
Guinea, fire-breaks built around all the sacred groves in dry season to prevent these areas from the
many hazardous fires in the area seem to be an ancient practice by all the indigenous tribes. These
findings align with those of Jonas (2017) who lists indigenous conservation as an “other effective areabased conservation measure” that should be recognized and taken into account in conservation
management. Regarding circumcision as practiced by all these tribes in their sacred groves one
respondent mentioned that “it is an opportunity that we take to educate our children on our beliefs,
traditional practices, plants in general, life independent from their parents, and many other things
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that they may need and use in their lifespan”. This is supported by the fact that children are
additionally given responsibilities in sacred groves early after circumcision (12-15 years old). As such
these young actors are integral members of the management of the indigenous sacred groves. They
can be rewarded for good actions but also be punished if they eventually break indigenous laws. It
was interesting to notice that punishment decisions are made in public and that fines imposed by
indigenous laws in case of infractions are usually local resources that the rulebreaker can afford. To
my understanding this facilitates the payment of fines and contribute to warning every indigenous
person about the rule of laws. Contrastingly fines imposed by formal institutions in case of
conservation infractions are always monetary, most often costly, and decided by a small group of
officials using official documents. I think that the situation where a teenager in one of the villages
surveyed (Box.1.) was charged, for his punishment, to collect palm wine for elders puts the tribe to
gauge his knowledge and skills but also to value local resources.
Complementarity between formal and informal institutions represents a potential for the success
of conservation management in Niokolo-Badiar area. All tribes recognized the fact that their sacred
groves need to be reforested and that they may need some expertise from the professional
conservationists whilst reciprocally due to the fact that sacred groves look greener than other spaces,
theses conservationists recognize that there might some good practices to be taken into account and
documented. This insight aligns with those of other authors like Artelle et al (2019), Colding & Folke
(2001), Martin et al (2016), Osei-Tutu et al (2015) and Petursson et al (2017) who additionally mention
that such a joint effort that brings together formal and informal institutions might contribute to the
success of conservation management.
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5. Conclusions
This study contributes to the understanding of the relationships between long coexisting, but not
fully collaborating, formal and informal institutions, and surfaces out the conservation potential of
sacred groves in managing Niokolo-Badiar peripheries. Sacred groves in this geographical area
represent some of the last fully indigenous-led conserved areas in Guinea and some of the unique
spaces where still untold stories are living. In these areas, indigenous laws are being enforced by
volunteers and complied with by people from various social backgrounds, ethnicities and gender,
which makes them a huge potential for a sustainable rehabilitation of local biodiversity.
Even though the three tribes assessed remain different in their beliefs and practices, they are
fundamentally dealing with sacred groves in similar ways. Rituals, circumcision and excision, secret
taboos, and cultural knowledge mingle quite efficiently with conservation education and management
and benefit various landscapes and species in this area. Nevertheless, results show that most sacred
groves in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries are degrading and that a few of them are recovering through
non-assisted natural regeneration. Despite this, it is easy to see how greener those spaces are,
compared to the many sparsely forested savannah areas around them, including most parts of
Niokolo-Badiar park and reserve.
Through this study a thorough exploration and analysis of the conservation related cultural values
and practices of the Badiaranke, Bassari and Cognagui indigenous tribes facilitated an understanding
of the many ways each one of these tribes interact with nature but also how these interactions relate
to conservation management in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries. Moreover, not only all three tribes display
similar wealth of indigenous knowledge, they also perceive similar benefits from sacred groves, and
implement similar cultural events. Interestingly though communities with more than one sacred grove
seemed to be larger in size, richer in cultural values and practices, and had some of the greenest sacred
areas.
All the three tribes surveyed displayed unclear structures in the governance of their sacred groves
where elderly chiefs assisted by their deputies are the main decision makers and most other
community members are initiated surveyors and/or beneficiaries. These informal structures
remarkably express indigenous identity and are the only actors for the perpetuation of indigenous
conservation management in Niokolo-Badiar peripheries. Results showed that in order to maintain or
protect their own spaces, indigenous tribes use appropriate indigenous ways like building fire-breaks,
educating their community members, and/or enforcing laws. Although non-compliance is uncommon
in this area, failure to abide by regulations are punished by indigenous laws. Intriguingly these nonwritten laws are widely known to community members and are disseminated throughout an
indigenous person’s lifespan.
Formal institutions in charge of conservation in Niokolo-Badiar park, reserve, and peripheries
recognize the effectiveness of indigenous cultural values and practices in conservation management
in the area. Although informal and formal institutions reciprocally recognize each other as a potential
conservation partner, evidence showed that collaboration is notably poor between these two (2).
Sensitization, protection and rehabilitation represent ideal areas for partnership between these
entities and resource people for these can be found from either side. Such a complementarity looks
urgent these days when climate change supported by multiple anthropic actions is speeding the
degradation of both species and spaces locally. Overall, both informal and formal institutions seem to
have a clear picture of what could indigenous conservation approach contribute in preserving NiokoloBadiar and its peripheries and are somehow open for collaboration at a certain level.
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Each indigenous tribe assessed represent an independent entity involved through its own cultural
values and practices into conservation management. Results showed though that this autonomy does
not prevent certain communities to partner with their peers in their practices. For instance there were
mentions of cross-tribe invitations to attend cultural ceremonies at a certain degree. Going beyond
diagnosing and understanding these partnerships our study evidenced the fact that different
communities may share the same sacred groves when needed or decide altogether to cancel or
postpone their events. Women have their own cultural events and spaces in the sacred groves where
they are assisted in the management (when needed) by men. An identical cross-institutional
collaboration is visible between government entities but non existent between these and indigenous
people even though they are reciprocally aware of and value each other.
This study was limited by the small number of people interviewed in both formal and informal
institutions. While it was a challenge to find a good size of interviewees who meet our preestablished
selection criteria with formal institutions, informal ones restricted us to a certain number of people
and made sure that at least one more person attended (monitored) the interviews. It is suspected that
the presence of a third person might have affected the release of information by respondents even
though in general they didn’t interfere in our interviews. Additionally most literature found about this
topic focus on generic knowledge about indigenous cultural values and practices whilst those people
we studied are unique and barely known. Another challenge faced through this study was the higher
number and variety of indigenous restrictions regarding certain questions and approaches, and the
diversity of culture locally. This obviously reflected indigenous autonomy and attachment to their
cultural values but constrained us to dealing with each of them in different ways.
For an effective recognition and integration of conservation related indigenous cultural values
and practices in conservation management I recommend further:
- Diagnosis of the adaptation measures used by the better performing indigenous tribes
- Assessment of the structures behind indigenous law enforcement and compliance
- Analysis of the potential for trade-off and complementarity between informal and formal
institutions
- Evaluation of how much indigenous people as a single entity and/or as a group can contribute
- Exploration of the most pertaining species and spaces used by indigenous people in their
cultural values and practices
- Concerted actions when designing local conservation management plans and their alignment
with regional and international programs.
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Appendix 1. Preliminary Survey (Formal Institutions)
Interview guide Formal Institutions
A- Introduction to the authorities and partners (government and NGOs)

•
•

Thank you for welcoming us for this interview. We do these interviews in two stages in the villages where there
are sacred forests managed by, or co-managed with , the communities. The first step is a community entry
phase through which we meet some leaders of formal and informal institutions to better enlighten us on the
existence of sacred forests, their mode of management, and the people directly involved in cultural activities in
and around sacred forests. The second step will be to conduct a series of interviews with the
actors identified during the first step for us to better understand the cultural, and social organization
that govern the operation of sacred forests, but also to explore ways and means for a better coexistence
between sacred forests and the park / biosphere reserve Niokolo- Badiar. We are planning interviews with pak
managers and any other state or private actor in order to better understand the functioning and potential of the
park and its surroundings. The information you share with us will be analysed by a forestry MSc student based in
the Netherlands who will produce a document that he will publish to complete his studies. He will send us copies
of his publication in order to help us preserve sacred forests better, coexist successfully between actors of nature
conservation, and to make potential partners aware of the natural and touristic potential of our localities. If you
don’t mind, during the interview , we would like to take pictures representing sacred spaces or species or
yourself to materialize our presence and work. We would also like to record part of our interview so that we can
review it later to make sure that we have not mistaken in our notes. We have approximately twenty questions
that we will ask in turn and from your answers we will write down the information sought for our
work. We thank you very sincerely and would like to start if you allow us.
Do you authorize us to take photos ?
Yes
No
Do you authorize us to record our conversation ?
Yes
No

B- Identity
Sheet Number:___Interviewee Name :
Gender : Male_ Female_ Contact :
Years of service in Badiar : ____ Institution represented :
Role in the institution : ____
Communities served:__________
Number of conservationists under your supervision or well known :
Survey location :
Date of Investigation : Names of Investigators :

C- Questionnaire
1.
How many local sacred forests are recognized or known by your institution ? (Names and quantity if
possible)
2.

Did you participate in or observe a cultural event in these sacred forests in the last 10 years ? 20 years? 30 years
?
a. What interest (s) do these communities derive from sacred forests or their events? (Cite examples)
b. What would describe a successful event in the past ? (Number of times per year, Number of participants,
Duration of sessions, etc?)
c. Do these communities have different outfits from their neighbours or from those of their ancestors during
these events? Can we see them, if any ? (Check whether or not there are skins or animal remains and take
a photo if possible)
d. What has positively changed over time (in relation with sacred forests)?
e. What has changed negatively over time (in relation with sacred forests)?
3.
4.

Do you know when were these forests designated as sacred ?
Who (what authority) designated them as sacred ?
The Villagers

5.

State

NGOs

Elderly people Others (specify)

What role does your institution play in these sacred forests ?
None Support (specify)

Supervision

Regulation

Other (specify)
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6.

In your opinion what is the state of the sacred forests ?
Degraded

7.

Yes (specify)

Not known

Others (specify)

Others (specify)

In your opinion, are there best practices for nature conservation applied in sacred forests ?
None

9.

Regrowing

Are these forests closed to access at a certain time of the year ?
No

8.

In good condition

Yes (quote)

Does it happen that certain socio-cultural events in sacred forests negatively affect nature or the park ?
No

Frequently

Rarely

10. What are the negative effects, if there are any, of the socio-cultural events that take place in the sacred forests ?
11. What is the nature of your relationship with the communities bordering the sacred forests?
Good Tense Bad
Other (specify)
a. What are they benefited from Badiar conservation or rehabilitation projects in the past?
b. Have park activities ever affected these sacred forests? If yes, how ? At what frequency ? What is its
severity?
c. What kind of relationship can you imagine between the conservation of the park and the preservation of
the sacred forests?
12. Among those you offer, what services are most related to the conservation of sacred groves ? Are they known
and/or appreciated by the communities ?
13.

Do you have documents defining the collaboration with indigenous people or the management or

integration of sacred forests into nature conservation ? If so, can we have copies ?
No
Others (claify)
14. How do you ensure that the sustainable ritual practices in these forests are sustained ?
No action

Training young people

Documenting

Other (clarify)

15. How do you ensure that the ritual practices in these forests do not cause harm to nature ?
Reforestation

Maintenance

Clear instructions

Surveillance

Other (clarify)

16. With increasing desertification and urbanization, what are the alternative measures proposed to rehabilitate
the degraded sacred spaces in these localities ?
Reforestation

Maintenance No action

Conservation

Other (specify)

17. How are young people or women involved in the management of sacred forests or the park ?
Not at all

Initiation

Training

Awareness raising

Surveillance

Reforestation

Other (clarify)
18. Do you have external partners (NGOs, private / individuals, etc.) who are involved in the management of the
park / reserve / sacred forests ?
a.
b.

If so, which ones ? (Name, contact, and place of residence / office)
If so, what is the nature of your collaboration ?
Fair

c.

Bad

Tense

Others (specify)

If not, what kind of help would you like to receive from these nature conservation actors ?
Training

Reforestation None

Mutual support Others (specify)

19. Do your plans for expanding or perserving the reserve or park affect the sacred forests?
a.

If so, what do you envision for community membership of these perspectives?

b.

What is your expansion or conservation plan for the park and the reserve?

c.

How has this expansion been in the past? How was the community membership?
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20. What do you do to strengthen coexistence between nature conservation and the cultural practices related to
sacred forests ?
21. Could you recommend us some people in your department who are involved in implementing or monitoring
events in the sacred forests, whom we could interview later to complement our work?

D- Closing Words
Hereby we confirm that we have finished this first phase of the interviews and thank you for the information
shared. We are delighted with your answers and will make good use of it. We are available if you have any
question regarding the questions, the process, or anything pertaining to our next steps.

Appendix 2. Preliminary Survey (Informal Institutions)
Interview guide informal institutions
A- Introduction to communities

•
•

Thank you for welcoming us for this interview. We do these interviews in two stages in the villages where there
are sacred forests managed by, or co-managed with , the communities. The first step is a community entry
phase through which we meet some leaders of formal and informal institutions to better enlighten us on the
existence of sacred forests, their mode of management, and the people directly involved in cultural activities in
and around sacred forests. The second step will be to hold a series of interviews with the actors identified during
the first step to better understand the cultural, social organization that governs the operation of sacred forests,
but also to explore ways and means for coexistence between sacred forests and the
park/biosphere reserve Niokolo- Badiar . We are planning interviews with the park managers and any other state
or private actor in order to better understand the functioning and potential of the park and its surroundings. The
information you share with us will be analysed by a forestry MSc student based in the Netherlands who will make
a document that he will publish and send us in order to better help us perpetuate sacred forests, coexist
successfully between actors of nature conservation, and to make potential partners aware of the natural and
touristic potential of our localities. If you don’t mind, during the interview , we would like to take
pictures representing sacred spaces or species or yourself to materialize our presence and work, but also to
record it so that we can check later if our notes are correct. We have approximately twenty questions that we
will ask in turn and from your answers we will write down the information sought for our
work. We thank you very sincerely and would like to start if you allow us.
Do you authorize us to take photos ?
Yes
No
Do you authorize us to record our conversation ?
Yes
No

B- Identity
Sheet Number : ___Name of the interviewee :__________________________Age:____Contact :___________
Gender : Men _ Femmes_ Race : _________ Name of Village/Location :
Profession : ________________________Main roles in sacred forests :________________________________
Name and contact of the village chief :
Number of officials or leaders of sacred forests :
Date of Investigation :
Names of Investigators :
C- Questionnaire

1.
We have been told that there are sacred forests around your village? If you confirm, how many are
they ? (quantity and names if possible)
2.

Have you participated in a cultural event in these sacred forests in the last 10 years ago? 20 years? 30 years ?
a. What do you benefit from sacred forests or their events? (Cite examples)
b. What described a successful event in the old days ? (Number of times per year, Number of participants, Duration
of sessions, etc?)
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c.
d.
e.
3.
4.

Do you have different outfits from your neighbours or from your ancestors during the sessions? Can we see
them? (Check whether or not there are skins or animal remains and take a photo if possible)
What has positively changed over time (compared to sacred forests)?
What has changed negatively over time (compared to sacred forests)?
Do you know when were these forests designated as sacred ?
Who (what authority) designated them as sacred ?
Our ancestors

The state

No

5.
6.

Ourselves

Yes (specify)

Others (specify)

Others (specify)

If it were possible for you, would you have
in these sacred forests to facilitate your cultural practices ?

added

certain

tree

species

or

animals

In your opinion what is the state of your sacred forest ?
Degraded
7.

In good condition

Others (specify)

Others (specify)

If so, how do you inform passers-by and local residents in order to prevent any violation ?
None

9.

Not known

Are these forests closed to access at a certain time of the year ?
No Yes (specify)

8.

Regrowing

We place signs

Information

Surveillance

Other (specify)

Are indigenous people the only ones concerned by access measures in this sacred forest or even foreigners are
concerned ?
Only locals

Only foreigners

All are concerned

10. Have you punitive measures in case of violation of sacred spaces ?
No

Yes

Others (specify)

11. Who are the people or social organizations that monitor the application of sanctions in the event of a violation ?
Elderly Guardians of sanctuaries
None
Other (specify)
12. Which people or social organizations ensure the management of sacred forests ?
Elderly Guardians of sanctuaries None Other (specify)
a.

Are they paid for this task? No Yes In kind? In cash ? (specify)

b.

How are they organized? (President? Sage? Assistants? What roles? Produce a general list and target
personalities for the second stage interviews)

c.

What do they benefit from these cultural events?

d.

Does one of these personalities ever lose their title? If so, what could be the cause?

13. How do you ensure that the ritual practices in these forests are perpetuated ?
Not at all

Initiation of young people

Inheritance Merit-based Others (specify)

14. Do you ever use trees or their organs, wild animals or their organs during these sessions in the sacred forests?
15. How do you ensure that the ritual practices in these forests do not cause damage to nature ?
Reforestation

Maintenance

Clear Instructions No action

Other (specify)

16. With increasing desertification and urbanization, what are the alternative measures proposed to rehabilitate or
preserve degrading sacred spaces ?
Reforestation

Maintenance

None

Other (specify)

17. How are young people or women involved in the management of sacred forests ?
Not at all

Initiation

Awareness raising

Planting

Surveillance

Other (specify)

18. What is the nature of your relations with the managers of the park and the Badiar reserve?
a.

What have you benefited from Badiar's conservation or rehabilitation projects in the past?

b.

Have park activities ever affected your sacred forests? If yes, how ? At what frequency ? At what intensity?

c.

What kind of relationship can you imagine between the conservation of the park and the preservation of the
sacred forests?
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19. Do you have external partners (NGO, state , private / individuals, etc. ) who support you in your rites in the
sacred forests ?
a.

If so, which ones ? (Name, contact, and place of residence / office)

b.

What kind of help are they providing to you ?
Training

c.

Reforestation

None

Partnership

Funding

Others (specify)

If not, what kind of help would you like to receive from these nature conservation actors ?
Training

18.

Reforestation

None

Partnership

Funding

Others (specify)

Contact / Addresses of people involved in the management of sacred forest events that we could

interview later

D - Closing Words
Hereby we confirm that we have finished this first phase of interviews and thank you for the information shared.
We are delighted with your answers and will make good use of it. We are available if you have any question
regarding the questions, the process, or anything pertaining to our steps.

Appendix 3. Actual Survey (Formal Institutions)
Interview guide Formal Institutions
A- Introduction
We appreciate you welcoming us for this second phase of our surveys on the social and cultural values
related to sacred forests in Badiar. As done during the first phase we have questions for partners in the
conservation of nature in and around Badiar park and reserve. The main objective is to better understand the
cultural, social organization that governs the operation of sacred forests, but also to explore ways and means for
the coexistence between the sacred forests and the Niokolo-Badiar park/ reserve. As a reminder, this
information that you will share with us will be analysed by a forestry student in the Netherlands, who will
produce and publish a document to complete his studies. He will send us a copy of his publication, in order to
better help us preserve sacred forests, to coexist successfully between actors of nature conservation, and to
make potential partners more aware of the natural and tourist values of our communities. During this interview,
if you don’t mind it, we would like to take pictures of sacred spaces or species or of yourself to materialize our
passage. We would also like to record parts of our interview so that we can listen again later to check if we have
correctly taken note. We have about 30 questions that we will ask in turn and from your answers we will write
down the information sought for our work. We thank you very sincerely and would like to start if you allow us.
o Do you allow us to take pictures ? Yes No
o Will you allow us to record our interview ?
Yes No

B- Identity
Sheet number : ___ Name of respondent:
Gender : Male_ Female__ Contact :
Length of service (years) in Badiar: ___ Employing Institution :
Role in the institution : _____ Place of employment : ____
Location of interview : ______ _
Communities served around the park/reserve :
Number of nature conservators under your responsibility :
Date of Investigation :

Names of Investigators :

C- Overall
1.

Have the sizes of sacred forests changed in the past ? If so what was the cause ?
o

How do these sizes compare to what is there now ?
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2.

In your opinion which of the spaces contains animal species the most ? Sacred Forests ? Badiar Park ?
o

3.

What do you think are the causes ?

In your opinion which of the spaces contains plant species the most? Sacred Forests ? Badiar Park ?
o

What do you think are the causes ?

D – Cultural values and practices related to sacred forests
4.

What cultural activities are permitted or acceptable around Badiar forest ? Why ?

5.

In your opinion what is the current (overall) state of sacred forests in Badiar ?

6.

In your opinion what could be done to maintain or improve the current states of sacred forests and nature
conservation in Badiar ?

7.

In your opinion what is the current level of understanding, by young people, of cultural practices related to
sacred forests ?

E - Techniques for preserving cultural values and practices related to sacred forests
8.

Do you know what are the main animal species that are hunted for their cultural values in both Badiar and
in the sacred forests ?
o

9.

If so, which ones ?

Do you know what are the main plant species that are not harvested for their cultural values in both Badiar
and in the sacred forests ?
o

If so, which ones ?

10. Do you know what are the main spaces that are not exploited for their cultural values in both Badiar and in
the sacred forests ?
o

If so, which ones ?

11. Did it happen during the last 5 years that fires or other disasters affect sacred forests and/or Badiar ?
o

If so, what was the origin ? How has the worst scenario avoided ?

12. What do you do to associate indigenous people in the prevention of disasters or degradation in sacred
forests and in Badiar ?
13. Have you participated in the last 5 years in the punishment of people who violated/broke laws in the sacred
forests or Badiar ?
o

If so, what was the offense and what was the penalty ?

14. In your opinion, have the sanctions against people who break (traditional) laws of sacred forests decreased
or increased in recent years ? What may be the cause ?

F - Relevance of sacred forests in the management of nature conservation
15. If you were allowed to, would you have recommended to add some tree species in these sacred
forests to facilitate local cultural practices ? If so, which species ? Why ?
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16. If you were allowed to, would you have recommended to add some animal species in these sacred forests
to facilitate local cultural practices ? If so, which species ? Why ?

17. What is being done by your own institution for the preservation of these sacred species and spaces?
18. In your opinion on what condition would it be possible for an outsider to visit sacred forests or participate
in sacred forests events ?

19. In your opinion on what condition would indigenous people accept that their sacred forests be reforested ?
o

What would be the tree species of their choice for such a reforestation ? With which institution ?

20. What could be done by your institution to contribute to preserve sacred forests better?
21. Do you have staff dedicated to the conservation of sacred forests ?
a.

If so how many of them are playing that role?

b.

How do they make decisions regarding sacred forests ?

c.

Who are their corresponding contact persons among the indigenous people around ?

d.

How are they organized in their positions ?

e.

How do they relay their decisions regarding sacred forests to the communities ?

22. In a year long term, how often do you consult indigenous people in decision-making regarding their sacred
forests ?
23. In a year long term, how often is your institution consulted by indigenous people in decisions regarding their
sacred forests?

G - Collaboration between natives and park managers in conservation
24. Did it happen that cultural activities in sacred forests prevented you from implementing work in Badiar park
or reserve ? If so, what happened ? When was that ?
25. What do you think of the presence of sacred forests in some villages around Badiar park ?
26. What do you think of the leaders and of the management structure of sacred forests in the villages around
Badiar ?
27. What do you benefit from the conservation of the sacred forests around Badiar ?
28. What could be done by indigenous people to help you better preserve Badiar ?
29. What could be done so that activities in sacred forests never affects conservation in Badiar park or reserve ?
30. What

could

be

done

to

ensure

the

effective

conservation of both the

sacred

forests

and Badiar National Park ?
31. Does conservation of sacred forests have repercussions on Badiar ? If so, which ones ? If not,
what benefits for Badiar would you expect in terms of nature conservation locally ?
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Appendix 4. Actual Survey (Informal Institutions)
Interview guide informal institutions
A- Introduction to communities
We appreciate you welcoming us for this second phase of our interviews on social and cultural values related
to sacred forests in Badiar . As done during the first phase we have questions for both formal and informal
institutions. The main objective is to better understand the cultural, social organization that governs the
operation of sacred forests, but also to explore ways and means for the coexistence between
the sacred forests and the Niokolo-Badiar park/ reserve . As a reminder, this information that you will share with
us will be analysed by a forestry student in the Netherlands to complete his masters studies. He will publish his
results and send us a copy, in order to better inform us on how to perpetuate sacred forests, to coexist
successfully between actors of nature conservation, and to make possible partners aware of the natural and
tourist potential of our communities. During this interview, if you don’t mind, we would like to take pictures of
sacred spaces or species or of yourself to materialize our presence. We would also like to record parts of our
interview so that we can listen to it later and check if we have correctly taken note. We have about 30 questions
that we will ask in turn and from your answers we will write down the information sought for our
work. We thank you very sincerely and would like to start if you allow us.
•
Do you allow us to take pictures ? Yes No
•
Will you allow us to record our interview ?
Yes No

B- Identity
Sheet number : ____ Name of the surveyed:
Age : _____ Contact : ______
Gender : Men _ ___ Femmes_ ___ Ethnicity : _______ _____ Religion : ________________
Main activity : _______________________ Role s in a sacred forest : __________________________
Name ber of years of experience with the sacred forests : ____ Number Approximate people framed in
the sacred forests (per year) : _______ Rank sociocultural _____________________ Village : ___________
Date of Investigation : Names of Investigators :

C- General
1.
2.

What is the name of the sacred forest in your village ?
Does this name have any specific meaning in your language or culture ? If so, which one ?

3.

Has that name changed once ? If so, what was the cause ? What was the old name ?

4.
•

5.

Have the sizes of this forest changed once ? If so what was the cause ?
What was the size compared to what is there today ?

In your opinion which of the spaces contains animal species the most? Sacred Forests ? Badiar Park ?
•

6.

What do you think are the causes ?
In your opinion which of the spaces contains plant species the most? Sacred Forests ? Badiar Park ?

•

What do you think are the causes ?

D – Type of cultural values and practices related to sacred forests
7.

What are the activities that take place in your sacred forest?

8.

Did you participate in a cultural event in these sacred forests 10 years ago ? 20 years? 30 years?
o What interest (s) do you draw from sacred forests or their events? (Cite examples)
o

What beautiful memories do you keep of old events ? (Name at least three if possible)
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9.

In your opinion what is the current state of your sacred forest ?
Degraded In good condition Renovation Not known Others (specify)

10. What do you think could be done to maintain or improve the current state of your sacred forest?
11. In your opinion what is the current level of understanding, by young people, of cultural practices related to
sacred forests ?

E - Techniques used to preserve cultural values and practices related to sacred forests
12. What animal species are prohibited from hunting from your sacred forests ? Why ?
13. What are plant species are prohibited from harvesting from your sacred forest ? Why ?
14. What are the main areas (ponds, termites, etc. ) prohibited from entering or operating in your sacred
forest ? Why ?
15. During the last 5 years, has there been a situation where fires or other catastrophes have affected your
sacred forest ?
o

If so, what was the origin ? How was the worst avoided ?

16. What are you doing to prevent such disasters in your sacred forest ?
17. Have you participated in the last 5 years in the punishment of people who have broken laws in the sacred
forests ?
o

If so, what was the offense and what was the penalty ?

18. In your opinion, have the sanctions against people who break traditional laws been decreasing or increasing
recent years ?
o

What may have caused this ?

F - Relevance of cultural values and practices related to sacred forests in conservation management
19. If you were allowed to, would you have recommended to add some tree species in these sacred
forests to facilitate local cultural practices ? If so, which species ? Why ?

20. If you were allowed to, would you have recommended to add some animal species in these sacred
forests to facilitate local cultural practices ? If so, which species ? Why ?
21. What is being done to preserve sacred species and spaces in your sacred forests ?
22. In your opinion, on what condition would it be possible for an outsider to visit the village’s sacred forest or
participate in sacred forests events ? Why ?

23. In your opinion, on what condition would local people accept that their sacred forests be reforested ?
o

What would be the tree species of their choice for such a reforestation ? With which institution ?
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24. What could be done by your community to contribute to preserving your sacred forest better?

G - Collaboration between Indigenous people and park managers in conservation
25. Has the conservation of Badiar ever prevented you from carrying out activities in your sacred forest ?
o

If so, what happened ? When was that ?

26. What do you think of the presence of Badiar National Park and Reserve ?
27. What do you think of the conservationists in and around Badiar ?
28. What do you benefit from Badiar park or reserve ?
29. What could be done by the administrative authorities to help you better preserve your sacred forest ?
30. What could be done so that the conservation of the park does not affect activities in the sacred forests ?

31. What

could

be

done

to

ensure

the

effective

conservation of both the

sacred

forests

and Badiar National Park ?
32. Is the conservation of Badiar having an impact on your sacred forest ? If so, which imapct ? If not,
what benefits for sacred forests would you expect from Badiar in terms of nature conservation locally ?
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